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Z-Festival: the dams    make the champions

By: Kris Van Loo

The champions and finalists of the year 2014 were supplied by remarkably young sires, although that 
says at least as much about the exceptionally good dams. Eight years ago the filly Celine Z (Converter) 
came second at Z-Festival. Now she was there again, this time with her colt and the apple did not fall 
far from the tree, for he finished third. Champion Vigo Heywood Z is a grandson of Jomara (Ekstein) 
and she is the dam of the Olympic champion Hickstead. This confirms the trend of Z-Festival: the days 
in which famous sires were all important are definitely over. It is the dams that make the difference.

This trend results in an ever better average. Another 
trend noticed by many breeders is the selection method, 
which summarizes the philosophy of Zangersheide: 
‘Z-Festival is not about selection stars but about future 
sport horses, which is a fundamental difference with 
the classic selections that have been degraded to beauty 
contests. Z-breeders aim for the sport and you can see 
that in their foals. At Z-Festival the jury selects future 
sport horses.’ Everyone agrees that the division of the 
foals according to their age is a good thing. ‘That was 

especially noticeable in the colts classes this year’, says 
one breeder.  

‘Another thing that is noticeable in the last few years is 
that the chaff is separated from the wheat at Z-Festival’, 
remarks another breeder: ‘Bar a few exceptions, 
nobody comes to Z-Festival unprepared and that is a 
good development. And a necessary one, because the 
competition is so strong that you better show your foal 
at its best, says a grinning breeder: ‘The competition 
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breeder in the ring to present his colt. That was with 
Next Off Z (Numero Uno) in the youngest colts class. 
‘That was too early’, Hans now realises: ‘Next Off Z 
was born on the National Holiday 21 July and he was 
really still too young for Z-Festival.’ Fortunately the 
older Calasto Z managed to compensate for the off day 
in the morning by coming second in the afternoon. 

Normal people get the same chance
The bronze went to Sky MK Z (Sandro’s Adel) from 
Renee Koopmans and Magda Beelen, who breed one 
foal every year. Magda and Renee are doing everything 
themselves. ‘We are still old-fashioned, we do everything 

Calasto Z looked over the shoulder of the jury
Nest year hardly anyone will remember the second 
place for the colt Calasto Z (Calvaro Z). But they will 
remember that Calasto Z was the colt that, together 
with his dam, had a look over the shoulder of the jury. It 
caused hilarity all around, with the public and especially 
with the jury, when they slipped by behind them. Breeder 
Hans Schipper had a good laugh, too, but afterwards. 
This must have been the most exciting Z-Festival? ‘In 
many respects, yes’, says a grinning Hans: ‘that little 
incident was exciting, as exciting as the deliberations of 
the jury regarding the top ten. You are asked to come 
back into the ring for the honourary round, then you 
are directed out again and you come in again, when 
the count-down starts; fifth place, fourth place... and 
then there were still three of us left. Those moments 

is growing every year, everyone will agree with that. I 
also hear this in the reactions afterwards, Z-Festival has 
become a standard in breeding’, believes an experienced 
breeder. His colleague adds: ‘At first, many breeders 
moved over to Zangersheide because they feel respected 
there in their freedom of choice. You do not want to 
know how that sometimes goes with other studbooks. 
The objectivity gives Zangersheide and therefore also 
Z-Festival credibility. As it happened, this year a foal 
from Zangersheide was a winner and no-one has any 
doubts about that result, perhaps with one exception: 
the Melchior family themselves. I suspect that they felt 
slightly embarrassed. But I can not remember that they 
ever won before. Studfarm Zangersheide has the same 
chance to win as everyone else. Z-Festival is fair and the 
breeders appreciate this.’

Colts

Calasto Z

Sky MK Z

are bad for your heart.’ Calasto Z finished in second 
place, in order words, he was the reserve champion. The 
differences were only the points after the dot. ‘Calasto 
Z was the only colt that received a ten out of ten for 
‘general impression’, for movements and charisma he 
received nines. I never ever got marks like that’, says 
Hans, with a laugh. He is right to be proud: ‘a reards 
like that is the crown on your choice. My mare Dajutha 
is a daughter of Stakkato x Grannus x Argentinus. Not 
an insignificant line and because Stakkato occasionally 
breeds small horses, I intentionally chose the mass of 
Calvaro Z, not least because Calvaro Z has become an 
exclusive sire nowadays. In breeding, you consider your 
choice very well and when that choice is followed by 
the jury, you suddenly feel a little proud’, Hans Schipper 
admits. On Friday 1 August he happened to be the first 
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place in the top ten’, Frank admits. He chose Canterbury 
as sire because he is one of the last sons of Caletto I 
‘and he is now standing nearby’. Canterbury has an 
international sport career behind him in the USA and is 
therefore relatively unknown over here. After his sport 
career he returned to Germany and was leased to the 
Winkenshof station in Maaseik. This shows that one is 
objective at Z-Festival’, is the experience of Damiaens: 
‘I am an unknown hobby-breeder and my colt has a 
relatively unknown sire and yet we came second.’ Frank 
Damiaens belongs to the breeding friends club that also 
includes Ivo Leurs and Ivo already had a champion in 
2011, out of Caretina (Caretino). Frank now has a filly 
out of this dam. The young Limburg breeders are clearly 
on the right road. 

Literal blood, sweat and tears for Thierry 
Hendrikx
Another one on the right road is Thierry Hendrickx. 
He is also a newcomer, but there is no Z-Festival from 
which he drives home without a prize. Last year his 
studfarm Second Life supplied a champion, the year 
before a reserve champion and this time he came second 
and third. It literally cost Thierry blood, sweat and tears. 
The first day he was waiting in the paddock with dam 
Kashira (Kannan) and her son Ochoa from Second Life 
Z (Okidoki vh Gelutt Z). Until Thierry swayed after 
the mare had hit him with her head. Thierry veered 

together’, says a smiling Magda, who was quite pleased 
with her third place: ‘We are over 65 and when you are 
allowed to live this moment, you feel very satisfied’, is 
the experience of Magda and Renee, who have been 
members of Zangersheide for a quarter century: ‘We are 
easily pleased, but we are really a little proud that we, as 
normal people who bred one foal per year, nevertheless 
managed to leave famous and professional breeders 
behind us’, says Magda. Her colt Sky MK Z finished 
in third place and that was not even her best score at 
Z-Festival, for with Sky’s dam, Celine Z, she had come 
second in 2006. Celine Z would go to the Z-Quality 
Auction that year but she got injured ten days before the 
auction. It was fateful good fortune that Celine Z was 
withdrawn from the auction. Sky Z is a son of Sandro’s 
Adel, which she chose for his blood. If everything will go 
according to plan, we will see him again at the auction. 
Celine Z is again in foal to Sandro’s Adel, because Magda 
and Renee had hoped for a filly. Perhaps next year?

Z-Festival is stimulating
‘Great that we came second, so stimulating’, says Frank 
Damiaens, with a smile from ear to ear, it was his third 
time at Z-Festival,. His colt Cointreau vh Bergerhof 
Z (Canterbury) just missed the champion’s title with 
a 0.33 points difference with the champion Kacento 
Z (Kannan). ‘I was already glad to be called back into 
the ring for the finals. I would have been pleased with a 

Kacento Z
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With Zangersheide things simply go easy, 
without any quirks
‘We are breeding backwards’ says Huijbregts from Stal 
De Krochten with a big smile about the third place 
of Zanini DK Z (Zinedine x Action Breaker). We can 
understand what he means, last year Stal De Krochten 
(DK) still had a second place, with Vivre DK Z, by his 
self bred stallion Vagrant Z (Vagabond de la Pomme). 
‘You always load up your finest and best foals and 
have high expectations of them’, Huijbregts admits, 
who claims a place on the platform for the second year 
running. Stal De Krochten is not an unfamiliar name 
in the sport. They bred, for example, Air Chin Z and 
Con Air Z, on which Katharina Offel is jumping at 

up and went down again. Just before he was taken to 
the hospital, he called to his daughter: ‘Make sure that 
Ochoa Z wins….’ That did not happen, but a third place 
was still something to be happy about. The examination 
and scan taken at the hospital showed that he did not 
have anything serious and the next day Thierry appeared 
again in Lanaken. This time with Expression from 
Second Life Z (Emerald) who became reserve champion, 
after Asteria Z (Air Jordan Alpha Z) from Zangersheide. 
Second and third places were for the Hendrikx family, 
many would come for less to Z Festival. ‘After that hit 
on my head, I believed I had had it’, says Thierry, clearly 
still shaken: ‘My mare reared and came down with her 
head on my head. The lights went out, I lost a lot of 
blood and then I lost consciousness. Someone from 
Zangersheide presented my foal and even came third. 
One day later we came second. I still feel a little dizzy, but 
these results are a good cure. Two platform places, that 
what we are doing it for! My wife, my daughter, myself, 
we live for our breeding. It always comes first for us and 

when you get a reward like this, you know that you are 
on the right road. I do not believe that I know it all, 
but it is great when your judgement is appreciated by a 
jury.’ Hendrickx came second with an Emerald daughter 
(Expression from Second Life Z): ‘By a son of  Diamant 
de Semilly that is doing excellently in the sport. I have 
seen a lot of foals of Emerald already, in fact, I looked 
them up especially. My mare Catwalk Z (Caretano Z x 
Carthago Z) has enough blood and you need that with 
Emerald. Catwalk Z comes from the line of Cocaïne 
Z and I now crossed her with Crown Z, which means 

that I get the same pedigree as Crowntano Z. So far it 
is working out well. The match with Okidoki x Kannan 
was also liked by the jury. Ochoa Z came third, although 
I was not there to see it happen’, says Thierry, who we 
might see again at the auction. He always enters his 
foals for the Z-Quality Auction, about which he has an 
opinion of his own: ‘It is a principle for me. I always ask 
myself what I would be willing to pay for a certain foal 
and when the price in my mind is not offered, I buy it 
back. I know that not everybody is happy about that, 
but my foals are worth so much to me that I will not let 
them go below my price’, concludes Hendrikx. Let us see 
if there will be buyers in September who meet his price. 

Two years in succession a foal out of his mare Queen de 
BD (Feinschnitt I x Lys de Darmen) won at Z-festival. 
In 2006 her son Quatro 2000 Z was the best colt, in 
2007 her daughter Queen 2000 Z earned the title in the 
fillies. Each time Quidam de Revel was the sire. At the 
Z Quality Auction Paul Schockemöhle bought Quatro 
2000 Z for 34,000 euro. In the past years Foriers saw his 
breeding product perform in the WC for Young Horses 
and at Z-Festival he always manages to be selected for 
the auction, often with sons and daughters of dams 
which themselves finished high at Z-Festival. 

Fillies

international level. And Bertram Allen, who won last 
years World Championships of the 6-yr-olds, is riding 
Dancing Queen Z, also bred at De Krochten, where they 
rarely sell their foals: ‘We keep them and train them 
for the sport, only then they are sold. Huijbregts likes 
taking his foals to Zangersheide: ‘Things simply go easy 
at Zangersheide, without any quirks.’ Two of the eight 
foals born this year started at Z-Festival. Huijbregts 
first makes his own selection and that is necessary: ‘I do 
notice that the average quality goes up every year and 
you can always learn something.’

‘Hands on’ experts
In the older filles several familiar ones claimed the 
platform. You recognize the fillies from Tony Foriers 
by their suffix 2000, which refers to his company ‘Auto 
2000’. This year he came second with Cayenne 2000 
Z (Casall x Cassini I). Tony is a familiar of Z-Festival. 

Cayenne 2000 Z

Zanini DK Z

Cayenne 2000 Z

Ochoa from Second Life Z

Cointreau vh Bergerhof Z
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first broodmare in Holstein via a friend. I started purely 
for fun. Of course, you want to create something good. 
When I do anything, I want to do it right. That is my 
point of departure in life and in breeding. That is why 
in first instance I presented my foals at Z-Festival. To 
get an assessment of my breeding activities. At first I did 
not think about selling or the auction. We have enough 
room at home, the auction was not a priority for us. At 
Z-Festival you can see which way the wind is going to 
blow in breeding. You observe, make comparisons and 
that is really interesting. At home everyone has bred the 
best foal. At Z-Festival you are faced with the reality’, 
Ralf explains, who kept his eyes on things over the past 
years. 

Nunora Z (Numero Uno) came third in the older fillies 
and she was born in the east provinces, with Ralf and 
Anita from studfarm Hammes, who supplied last year’s 
champion foal Comanchero Z (Comilfo Plus Z). Ralf 
and Anita were almost used to it because in 2003 and 
2004 they bred  a champion at Z-Festival for two years 
in a row. Now they had a third place. Still not a bad 
average. ‘Especially when you see that the competition 
is growing stronger by the year’, so Ralf feels: ‘You 
recognize excellent pedigrees, both on the sire’s and dam’s 
side. You can not make any predictions or estimations 
at Z-Festival.’ Ralf is timber transporter in the east 
provinces and bought his first horse for recreational use, 
to ride through the vast woods with. Later he bought his 

Nunora Z

Libelle Z
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Unusual and uncommon
Champion filly Asteria Z is a daughter of Air Jordan 
Alpha Z out of Cocaïne Z (Caretano Z), born at 
Zangersheide and that gives a sort of double feeling, 
according to Judy Ann Melchior. But there is no-one 
who doubts the objectivity of the jury and there will be 
no-on suggesting that they were influenced. The statistics 
prove it. The last champion supplied by Studfarm 
Zangersheide was Cavalo Z (Carthago Z x Levisto Z) in 
2009 and before that we have to go to 2001. Besides a 
champion, Zangersheide also claimed a fourth place for 
Lotus Z (Levisto Alpha Z x Zandor Z). Is it not a little 
awkward for Zangersheide to breed a champion? ‘It is 
a little unusual’, Judy Ann explains: ‘The jury simply 
believed that Asteria Z earned that title. In all honesty, 
I do not like such a situation because I want to avoid 
any appearance or suspicion of partiality. Z-Festival 
is not there for us but for our breeders. This time the 
jury honestly believed that our filly was the champion. 
It was more than clear to them and since we start in 
the foal championships, we can not very well refuse a 
champion’s title. The fact is that Asteria Z, with Cocaïne 
Z as dam, comes from an exceptional line. Cocaïne Z 
always produced exceptional foals every year, whether 
by Tabou Z, Candico Z or Crowntano Z. This year’s 

match with Air Jordan Alpha Z also looks successful.’ 
Zangersheide breeds some thirty foals per year, four 
from the year 2014 were reserved for Z-Festival. ‘We 
always apply a stiif selection first. In this we do not differ 
from our fellow breeders and we, too, only want to 
show the best at Z-Festival.’ Studfarm Zangersheide has 
the advantage of knowing both the sires and the dams 
well. ‘We use our own stallions, of course, and every year 
we always pick out a few young stallions on purpose, 
because we want to see how they breed’, sayd Judy Ann. 
‘That insight makes it more simple, on the one hand, but 
on the other it always leads to hot discussions, although 
that, too, will not be different at other studfarms’, laughs 
Judy Ann, who has intensively studied breeding. This 
year’s Z-Festival has a very exceptional first, thanks to 
Zangersheide: Air Ratina Z. She is the first foal in the 
world of two clones. Air Ratina Z has Air Jordan Alpha 
Z as her sire and Ratina Gamma Z is her dam. 

For the other three champions of this year we refer to the 
more extensive breeder’s portraits in this Z-Magazine.

Asteria Z

Cwaprice Z winner of the 3-year-olds 

at her very first free jumping competition

Cwaprice Z (Celestinus x Contendro) has triumphed in the 
championship for 3-year-olds. This mare is owned by breeder 
Simons and got the highest marks from the judges who assessed 
seven aspects: type, correctness, canter, scope, use of the back, leg 
technique and elasticity.

Quite a feat, for it was the first time that winner Cwaprice Z took part in a 
free jumping competition. ‘She really is a very special one’, Dre Simons tells 
us: ‘Cwaprice Z showed off all that she´s capable of and she owes that to her 
strong character. I have been into horses for forty years but in all these years 
I have never owned a horse with such a personality. She is never impressed, 
really a very cool customer. She does what you ask her to do. You want me 
to jump here? Okay, no problem, and at the Z-Festival she demonstrated all 
her talents’, recollects Simons, who beforehand had hoped for a top ten place. 
‘You never can guess how the judges will rule, it´s always a matter of waiting 
to find out how they assess your horse.’ On the dam´s side Cwaprize Z goes 
back to the Calando line and she is a unique and exclusive horse because her 
sire Celestinus has only sired two descendants. He was soon sold to America 
and since then he has not produced any offspring.

Chimorka Z, a daughter of Calvino Z out of a Lupicor dam owned by breeder 
Timmermans came second, followed by a breeding product of Johan Thijs 
from Neeroeteren: Charmline JT Z (Canabis Z x Rebel I Z). Jacques Huise´s 
Toulouse d’Art Z (Toulon) ended in fourth place, finishing in fifth place was 
Nalou of Greenhill Z (Nabab de Reve) owned by breeder Philip Gysbrechts.

Cwaprice Z

Chimorka Z

Charmline JT Z

Toulouse d’Art Z 

Nalou of Greenhil Z
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Power Blue vh Breezerhof Z 
best 4-year-old
During the Z-Festival the 5- and 6-year-olds jumped to win a ticket for the WC. The 4-year-olds were 
given scores and the highest score went to Power Blue vh Breezerhof Z, a stallion by Plot Blue x 
Heartbreaker. Power was ridden by his owner Marco Brinkman and was bred by Wim Van Hoof. 

Clear Sky du Sud Z (Cardento x Caretano Z) with Guy 
Beyers in the saddle had to make do with a second 
place. Clear Sky is one of Nathalie Cassimon´s breeding 
products and the horse is still in her possession. 
Zangersheide finished in third place with Cooper Z. 
Cooper Z is a stallion by Chellano Z x Calvaro Z and 
was taken round the course by Kris Christiaens. In 
fourth place came Jeroen Scheepers with the Clintissimo 
Z son Clint Donaldson Z, who was born at Donald & 
Lason´s. Closing the top five ranks was a son by Cicero 
van Paemel Z: Cedo vh Hobos Z (Cicero Z x Flamenco 
de Semilly), bred and owned by Frank Goossens and 
with Luc Geerts for a rider.

Clear Sky du Sud Z

Power Blue vh Breezerhof Z

WC Qualifications

Five-year-olds
Charming Fellow Z
Rene Van Zuilen is the breeder as well as owner of 
Charming Fellow Z (Clinton). Van Zuilen is also the 
man behind Global Sport Horse, a dealer´s yard where 
young horses are brought on with an eye to the trade. 
He has bred Charming Fellow Z out of Aphrodite v 
Lozerheide (Capucini v Berkenbroek) and the stallion 
has already been approved for stud service by the BWP. 
In the first qualification round Charming Fellow Z came 
in ninth place but subsequently won the second qualifier 
which made him the overall winner of this category. It 
will be the first time for Rene Van Zuilen to take part in 
the WC.

Notre Star Z
The 5-year-old Notre Star Z is one of the happy few. 
Rolf Morssinkhof purchased the mare at the auction in 
Panhof two years ago. He is the father of four young 
children who are all actively and competitively into 
horses. With time, one of the Morssinkhof children will 
start Notre Star Z (Numero Uno, bred by Johan Thijs 
from Opoeteren, B) in competitions. ‘Anyway, that´s the 
plan’, says Rolf: ‘We have only recently started working 
with young horses, in fact, we did so when the children 
made the transition from ponies to horses. And if all of 
them are going to need a horse then it´s just common 
sense to buy some young ones. That´s how I came to buy 

During the Z-Festival the qualifiers for the World Championship Young Horses will run for two days 
and comprise two courses. All top three combinations in the categories for 5- and 6-year-olds will 
receive a ticket for the WC.

Charming Fellow Z
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Notre Star Z at the auction when she was three, and it 
looks like it´s going to work out just fine.’ For as long 
as the children aren´t old enough Nick Verlies has been 
put in charge of bringing on the youngsters. ‘Because we 
are confident that this is a good one we had decided to 
participate in the WC qualifiers, chiefly because of the 
WC tickets and because it fits in nicely with Notre Star 
Z´s schooling. In 2015 a foal will be born from Levisto 
Z via embryo transfer.
 
Copiene Z
‘This is unquestionably very special’, says Anne Klein. 
She is a law student in Groningen and in her spare time 
she rides horses for Henk van de Berg where she was 
given Copiene Z to ride. ‘She is, sort of, an accident, 
a bastard really’, Anne laughs: ‘You see, Copiene Z is 
the offspring of an unapproved stallion (Copain Z) and 
was bred by the gentlemen Hofma and Van Gelder from 
Nijkerk, the Netherlands. Judging by the result you 
wouldn´t think so, for Copiene Z and Anne finished in 
third place  and will compete at the WC in September. 
‘This is like a dream come true. It´s my very first WC and 
I have never dreamed that this could happen to me. I was 
put in charge of Copiene Z when she was three years old 
and she is a very cooperative horse who nearly always 
jumps clear rounds. That´s why I wanted to give it a go 
in Lanaken. After all, we had nothing to lose.
 

Six-year-olds
Lover Boy (Level Z)
The qualifier for 6-year-olds was a triumph for Lover 
Boy (Level Z) from Stud Zangersheide under Ken 
Ruysen. The first to cash a WC ticket was Dirk Geenen 
with Zidan Z (Zurich), a horse who is still owned by its 
breeder Kristel Stragier. ‘I have a full-time job and riding 
is my hobby’, says Dirk Geenen who also rode Zidan 
Z in last year´s qualifiers in the classes for 5-year-olds: 
‘Last year we came just one point short of a ticket for the 
WC. But in the end we made it to the WC. We did not 
reach the finals on Sunday. Zidan Z is a year older now 
and has become more constant. During the Z-Festival 
in Lanaken Zidan made his first mistake of the season 
but at the end of both days this was still good enough 
for a second place. ‘Getting to ride in the WC is a huge 
achievement, particularly for an amateur who must fit 
in all of his riding before and after work’, says Geenen 
, who is asked to ride the young horses of acquainted  
breeders. This is also how Zidan Z came to his yard as 
a 4-year-old.

Quilina Z
For Rob Santermans it is a leisure activity to breed one 
or two foals a year. He bought his Chin Chin mare as 
a 3-year-old and so far she has given him three foals 
by Quidam de Revel. At present she has a brand-new 
Levisto Z foal at her side. Her first Quidam foal was 
Quilina Z who has now pocketed a WC ticket after two 
faultless qualifiers. ‘I took two horses to the Z-Festival 
which means I had no time to show my Levisto Z foal 
at the foal championships’, says Rob Santermans: ‘There 
was simply no time for it and we actually have no 
intention of selling the foal. I usually like to see them 
grow up.’ Another of Santermans` breeding products is 
Vedette Z who also scooped up a WC ticket a couple 
of years ago. Later on that horse was sold to Stephex. 
‘Quilina Z has seen little action so far, in actual fact 
she only started the work last winter with Nico Baerts. 
When your own breeding product then goes on to claim 
a top position in the WC qualifiers that definitely is a 
very rewarding happening’, says Rob who is looking 
forward to the WC.

Cash Maker vd Laarseheide Z
For the young stallion Cash Maker vd Laarse Heide Z 
(Chin Chin x Cantus) the Z-Festival was like a happy 
reunion. Once as a foal he had already made it to a third 
place. Six years on and the same Cash Maker once more 
came in third position, this time in the WC Qualifiers 
for 6-year-olds. ‘That´s what we came for, all´s well that 
ends well. This is undeniably a potential candidate for 
the big sport’, we happen to overhear at Laarse Heide. 
Last year Cash Maker was one of the contenders in 
the WC Young Horses for 5-year-olds but that did not 
quite go as planned. In just one year the stallion has 
made a lot of progression though, which he showed off 
convincingly during the Z-Festival. ‘We have already 
scooped one ticket to the WC, we are now banking on a 
wildcard for our 5- and 7-year-olds,’ they say at Laarse 
Heide by way of jest.

Zidan Z

Lover Boy Z

Quilina Z

Cash Maker vd Laarseheide Z


